Bradley smoker wiring diagram

Welcome, Guest. Please login or register. I noticed a couple of threads where people were
asking for an original wiring diagram before mods and including inline fuse and slider. Since my
buddy and I were putting together my 2nd element modification, we put together a diagram of
the original setup, hope this helps people. I'm not the best at this stuff but I think this is fairly
accurate. If something is amiss, please let me know and I'll make sure to correct it. Narclax
Newbie Posts: Just got done with my mod and this would've helped a bunch. Glad to see I'm not
the only one with that wire color scheme. Sent from my Thrive using Tapatalk 2. Well not sure
its right. Is the thing at the red and white the power plug? If so that would have the element
burning all the time. I may not be thinking right. A few pics from smokes TedEbear Member
Extraordinaire Posts: 2, Quote from: viper on July 20, , PM. My problem is you have the white
wire connected to the element first the the slider. Which with the red wire already touching the
other end it has power before the fuse. If the white wire was coming from the slider and not
connected before it would make mor sense to me. As it is you have power as soon as it is
plugged in. Quote from: viper on July 21, , PM. Tenpoint5 Member Extraordinaire Posts: 11,
Richard maybe this link might be able to help you out some. Bacon is the Crack Cocaine of the
Food World. An ex is a has-been, and a spurt is a drip under pressure! After looking it over if the
ground is you white and red the hot then it may be right. But no not positive. SMF 2. Quick
Links. Table of Contents. Because it automatically extinguishes the spent Bisquette, it prevents
the formation of high temperature gases and acids. Do not operate in an enclosed area. Page 5:
Trouble Shooting Bisquette does not Burn Completely: Check to see if other electrical
equipment is plugged into the circuit. The smoker should be plugged into its own dedicated wall
circuit. Check to make sure the bisquette burner is free of residue build up. Page 7 7. Damper
with handle not shown 8. Door radley External Parts List 9. Thermometer Temperature Heat
Control Switch Heat Indicator Door Seal Lower Face Plate Rubber Feet Seasoning is mainly to
remove the impartial smells from your smoker. Page 11 radley External Components List 1.
Digital Smoke Generator 2. Smoke Tower 3. Generator Supports not shown 4. Feeder Tube 5.
Damper 7. Door 8. Door Seal 9. Page 13 A and smoker B. Plug short jumper cord 2 into the
receptacles in the smoker C and generator D. Plug the long power cord 3 into the power
receptacle in generator E. Lastly plug the long power cord 3 into wall outlet 4. Show all
Btdsce-eu. Print page 1 Print document 16 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Table of Contents.
Canada USA The Bradley Smoker is an insulated smoker oven designed to automatically
generate a continuous flow of clean smoke. It is an outdoor electrical appliance that enables
one to cook, roast, hot smoke, as well as cold smoke food with consistently superior results
using minimal effort. Check fuse located on smoke generator. Bisquettes will not Advance:
Check the drive guide and clear all loose wood chips. Heat Indicator Feeder Tube Door Seal
Bisquette Advance Button Digital Smoke Generator 6. Damper 2. Smoke Tower 7. Door 3.
Generator Supports not shown 8. Door Seal 4. Feeder Tube 9. Rubber Feet 5. Page 17 1. Sensor
Cable A. Sensor Receptacle 2. Short Power Cord B. Sensor Receptacle 3. Long Power Cord C.
Male Receptacle 4. Wall Outlet D. Female Receptacle E. Male Receptacle Requirements and
Limitations: Warranty is effective from the date of purchase. Keep your sales receipt as proof of
purchase date. Warranty is limited to repair or replacement of part as determined by Bradley
Technologies Inc. Print page 1 Print document 21 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have
an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. The Bradley
Digital 4-rack Smoker is a unique electric smoker that uses wood bisquettes fed automatically
onto a small hot plate to create constant smoke. A new bisquette moves onto the hot plate
every 20 minutes and the old one is pushes off into a bowl of water to be extinguished. This
smoker allows you to set the desired smoke time, oven temperature and cook time and it will
maintain these parameters for you. For instance, if I am smoking chicken , I might set the smoke
time to 2 hours, the cook time to 4 hours and the oven temperature to degrees. The Bradley will
then feed the bisquettes for 2 hours and then stop. The oven will maintain about degrees and
will turn off automatically once 4 hours have expired. You can change any of these parameters
very easily, on the fly which makes this unit extremely nice when you want to smoke cook
something for a while but you have other things to do or you need some sleep. The Bradley has
4 racks on which to place food, a small bowl to catch the spent bisquettes, a controller to
control the temperature, smoke and cook times and a feed mechanism to generate smoke. I
recommend ordering an extra set of Bradley racks to use in your other smokers. They are great
for carrying food to and from the smoker without having to ever remove it from the rack.. You
have to determine how long you want to to cook, how long you want the smoke to keep going
and what temperature you want to maintain. You then just dial in the numbers using the super
easy buttons. Here's the bisquettes lined up.. Every 20 minutes a new one is pushed into place
which pushes the spent one off into the water bowl. When you get ready to cook something,

you figure up how many hours you want to keep the smoke going, divide that by 20 minute
segments and that's how many bisquettes you load plus a couple of extra ones to push the last
bisquette into place. The Bradley allows air in throught the side of the controller and is not
adjustable. There is 1 vent at the top of the unit which is adjustable. Note : I placed the unit up
on blocks to get it to a better working level. All in all, I really like the Bradley digital 4-rack
smoker and it is a true joy to use. This does not bother me and definitely does not affect the
flavor but some folks really love their smoke rings so that could be a deal breaker. The
bisquettes come in all different flavors and are readily available from Amazon. Here are a few
examples of what is available:. Read reviews for the Bradley Digital 4-rack Smoker at Amazon.
Sharon, this has happened to me before too. Before you purchase a new sensor cable, try
switching the ends of where they plug in to. If this does not work on the metal ends of the
cables, take something like steel wool or a wire brush and lightly clean the metal ends. This has
in my case helped with the connection. I have also slowly plugged and unplugged the cable
until it worked. This will get you by until you can find out the true problem, which would easily
be solved by purchasing a new cable. But if the meat all rubbed there is nothing worse than
loading the smoker and not have it work. I solved my problem wit my 4 rack Bradley Smoker.
Check out Pull My Pork. I changed my heat element with a watt and what a difference I can
finally get away from the under degree temperature Check out the video and he gives a full
instruction how to change the element. Worth every penny. Why would Bradley not change
these? A few years ago I bought a Bradley with digital display and only started using it recently.
The digital worked for only about an hour and now only beeps whenever I turn it on and shows
an error code E Called Bradley and only got a few suggestions to try to make it work. I replaced
the sensor cable, the heat bar and cleaned the sensor on the back of the cabinet. The heat
element works if I plug directly into it and the beeping smoke generator heats up the wood
biscuits, but does not advance the biscuits in manual or automatically. Was thinking about just
replacing the digital smoke generator with one of the less tech versions I see advertised on
eBay. Any suggests will be helpful. To help it out, I recommend preheating to a higher
temperature for a while to heat up the grates, and internal parts of the smoker before you insert
the food. You may be able to turn down the heat to to maintain once it returns to normal. This is
one of my main complaints about the Bradley smoker and I have voiced my concern about this
to the owner of Bradley. Nothing fancy but functional. I do love the set it and forget it with the
automatic bisquette system. If and when it needs replacing I will stick with Bradley but will opt
for the digital model for better temperature control. I have a Bradley and a master built I prefer
the Bradley over my master built, it puts out way more smoke. But both of them work great in
my mind. Just depends on what I am cooking on which one I use. Smoked everything from
whole muscle meats to beef sticks to sausage to seafood. I put my Smoker on a 18 In. Capacity
Hardwood Dolly that I bought for 12 bucks. Jeff, You are a genius. Thanks for all the tips and
recipes but the real reward are the rubs and sauce mixes you have. Just tried the original rub
last week for some pulled pork. My family and I were amazed at the taste and tenderness. Using
the rub again for some Memorial Day ribs your fall apart recipe. Thanks again for all you do. By
the way, I use a Masterbuilt. Works great for me. Jeff I have a four rack Bradley Jim Beam
smoker, started having problem with the pucks they do not eject when done but will if you hit
the manual advance. The slide tray is clean what tell it a puck is bunt and it to advance. The
puck advance is on a timer should advance automatically every 20 minutes. A new puck slides
in and pushes the spent one off into the water bowl. Using my new 4 rack for first time today.
Which rack would you put it on in the four rack smoker? Get something different. These are
worthless. Mine holds heat good and I have used it in cold weather. I would put two to a rack
and put them in the middle of the smoker. If they are skinless be careful because the outside
can become a bit dry. That way you are not opening the door every two hours losing heat. I have
a couple of tips for the Bradley smoker , first tip is replaced the water bowl with a tin foil cake
pan. Second tip is find yourself bisquette saver I used bing to find them , they will save you
pucks in the end and the last one will not burn to ash. Hi Jeff, We smoked a turkey in my
Bradley unit. It was fantastic, I finished it off in the oven for about 10 min to crisp up the skin a
bit. Let it rest for an hour wrapped in foil and blankets. It was magnificent, very juicy and the
flavor was over the top. Thanks for the recipe it was amazing. Christmas turkey next. All are
good for different things. It is great for salmon, bacon, pork butts, turkey, etc. I like the Smokey
Mountain for ribs, beef roasts, and pork butts. You have to keep the Smokey Mountain clear of
ashes in the bottom to retain circulation, and add wood and charcoal as needed. It has a good
capacity. I make great ribs on the regular Weber by using indirect heat and skewers or the rack.
So it is really a question of learning the qualities of each and how to handle the wood and
charcoal. So the Bradley is great because you load it and leave it. Do keep the bisquet area
clean of chips as the one gentleman noted. I own a 6 rack bradley and love it. The door was

warped and bradley replaced it immediately. Smoking 4 hams last weekend and 5 more this one
for thanksgiving family and friends. I just wish the bradley programmed in 5 degree increments
as if I want I gave to go or Smoked bratwurst hams sirloins and came out great. I bought a utility
cart from harbor freight roll it around on. Yours in righteous smoking. Chuck B. Hi, I am
considering buying a Bradley digital but the fact that it uses a puck every 20 mins seems
uneconomical if slow cooking a brisket or pork butt for 10 hours. Does something like that need
to be smoked the whole time, or is it more correct to smoke only for 2 or 3 hours during the long
cooking period? Real wood smokers smoke the food the entire time by default unless you wrap
it in foil and I like to replicate that process even in electric smokers such as the Bradley but
there are no actual rules about this. If you like a lot of smoke flavor, then you will want to smoke
longer. If you like the smoke flavor to be more subtle, then you can smoke for shorter periods of
time and it will be fine. My usual recommendation is to apply smoke for at least half of the total
estimated cook time. If you are cooking a pork butt and you only expect it to take about 10
hours, you would smoke it for about 5 hours or 15 pucks. Really wish Bradley would make
available for purchase a table compatible with their digital cooker. I went to harbor freight and
bought a cheap tool roll around cart that my Bradley Smoker would fit in. Works great and put
the smoker about 30 inches off the ground. I store it in my garage and roll it outside when using
the smoker. Camp chef Dutch oven table with the side tray accessories works perfectly. I have a
metal 2 drawer filing cabinet, using the two drawers to hold the brisquettes as well as other
smoking supplies. You can pick them up for pennies on the dollar at thrift stores. It works
perfect for my 4 rack Original Bradley smoker! I am torn between the Bradley Digital and the
weber smokey Mountain , I am new to the smoking world and am looking for suggestions! Jeff
the book is great. Having an extremely difficult time getting my Bradley electric to regain heat
when I put the meat in the smoker. It takes at least a hour to regain heat to degrees. I had just
purchased a Bradley Digital Smoker. I followed the Seasoning procedure, and then did a pair of
whole chickens. I used apple wood for smoke, mainly because its mild. Smoked for 2 hours and
cooked for another 3 hours. The internal temp was at when I took them off and rested for about
20 min. They were perfectly cooked. How does the Bradley compare with the new pellet grills for
smoking only. I know the pellet grills can get to a higher temp but I am only interested in
smoking. This Bradley unit was the first i have purchased for myself. I know some people
complain about silly 8hrs limit on programmable cooking time, but i never required more than
that! I have a Bradley smoker , but without the digital controller. Old school Years ago I built a
large smoker out of an old fridge. Insulated with 2" insulation and completly lined. I used a
double hot plate for heat ond smoke. With a family of six to feed, I needed a big smoker. Now
that It is only me and my dog, I didn't need a smoker that could handle over a lds at a time. I still
use the smoker tho, I put my Bradley inside the big smoker and it acts as a double insulated
smoker. I vent it thru the big smoker vent. The small smoker doesn't loose any heat at all being
inside the big daddy. I have had my Bradley since June and so far am pleased with it. I do find
that my bisquettes do not burn completelyâ€¦. I have been drying them out and reusing them.
Actually, I would stay away from the Bradley. The wood feeding mechanism on mine stopped
working after about one year. Calling Bradley again tomorrow. I've had a Bradley for about 6
years, and never had a single issue with it. You need to keep the shavings blown out of it-I just
use a blast from an air compressor to blow them out. Bradley smokers are a hit and miss, I have
had my Bradley smoker for almost two years now and it works great. I had bought one for a
friend and it only lasted 4 months before the heating element and the smoke generator stopped
working. Most of the replacement parts are outsourced. I am new at the whole smoking meats
things. However, I am very interested in learning. I have a HUGE family that always comes over
for my cooking and bbq, mainly baked due to health problems for a few. What smoker would
you recommend for a beginner "bbq-ist". Thanks a bunch! I will recommend the Masterbuilt
Model I have one and it is a Duzy. Very easy to use. Love the site. Am I right in my thinking on
that point? Also â€” if I get this Bradley unit, I will have to put it on my wood deck to have it near
enough to an outdoor outlet to plug in. My main question is â€” how hot does the outside of the
Bradley get while it is smoking? Do I need to place it off the wooden deck surface? If so, are
there any stands made that would suit this purpose or should I simply use cement blocks as
you have done above? Hi to all please dont get me rong. Iv bought over 3. I belong to a team
that has 9 grands we cook with the fec I mean everything. Im very unhappy with all of bradlys
bull crap. I enjoy using it and I just smoked some boudin in it last night. To die for!! My smoker
also does not get tacky or sticky and seems to produce really clean smoke. I have a bradley and
it works pretty good, I dont think its a good choice for competition smoking because it does not
leave a smoke ring. That being said it is easy to use and still makes some delicous backyard
bbq. Bradley Digital 4-Rack Smoker Instructions. View Larger Image. Setup and Cooking
Instructions The Bradley has 4 racks on which to place food, a small bowl to catch the spent

bisquettes, a controller to control the temperature, smoke and cook times and a feed
mechanism to generate smoke. About the Author: Jeff Phillips. Long time Industrial Engineer
turned self-proclaimed fire poker, pitmaster and smoke whisperer and loving every minute of it!
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